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ABSTRACT 
Some well-known coloring problems of graph theory are generalized as a single 
algebraic problem about chain-groups. This is transformed into a problem about 
the finite projective geometries over GF(2). The geometrical problem is solved up 
to the 5-dimensional case. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be any finite set. We define a chain on E as a mapping f of  E 
into GF(2). I f  x ~ E then fx  is the coefficient of x in f. Two or more 
chains on E are added, to give a new chain on E, by adding the coeffi- 
cients for each x ~ E. The chains on E evidently constitute an additive 
group. Any subgroup of  this group is called a chain-group on E. 
Let N be a chain-group on E. It includes as its zero element he chain 
on E in which each coefficient is zero. This is the zero chain on E, de- 
noted in equations by the symbol 0. It is convenient o postulate the 
existence of a zero chain even when E is null, and to say that there are 
then no other chains on E. We refer to the elements of  E as the cells 
of N. A cell x of  N isfilled i f fx --  1 for some cha in fo f  N, and is empty 
otherwise. We say N is a full chain-group if it has no empty cells. 
A coloring of  N is a pair {f, g} of  chains of  N such that for each 
x 6 E eitherfx = 1 or gx ---- 1. We say N is  chromatic if it has a coloring 




In this paper we give a conjectural sufficient condition for N to be 
chromatic, and we verify the conjecture for all chain-groups having 
not more than 6 linearly independent chains. Before doing this however 
we show that some of the best known coloring problems in graph theory 
can be stated as coloring problems for appropriate chain-groups. 
In a more general theory of chain-groups other coefficient domains 
than GF(2) may be used [3]. The chain-groups of the present paper 
are then distinguished as "binary." 
2. THE CYCLES AND COBOUNDARIES OF A GRAPH 
Let G be a graph, V(G) its set of vertices, and E(G) its set of edges. 
Chains on V(G) and E(G) are called O-chains and 1-chains of G, respec- 
tively. 
Suppose x c V(G) and X6 E(G). We define ~7(X, x )e  GF(2) as 
follows. ~(X, x) = 0 if x is not incident with X or if X is a loop whose 
two ends coincide in x. In the remaining case, in which X is a link having 
x as one end and some other vertex as the other, ~7(X, x) = 1. 
The boundary Of of a 1-chainfof G is a 0-chain of G defined as follows: 
(o f ) (x )= ~, ~(X,x) fX,  (1) 
XcEIG) 
for all x ~ V(G). If Of = 0 we say that f is a cycle of G. 
We deduce from (1) that boundaries atisfy the law 
O(f + g) = Of+ Og. (2) 
Hence the cycles of G are the chains of a chain-group I'(G) on E(G). 
We call this the cycle-group of G. 
The coboundary fig of a 0-chain g of G is a 1-chain of G defined as 
follows. 
(ag) (x)  = 52 ,~(x, x) gx, (3) 
X~E'G) 
for all X ~ E(G). Thus the coeff• of X in fig is obtained by adding 
the coefficients in g of the two ends of X. 
We deduce from (3) that coboundaries satisfy the law 
6( f  -t- g) = ~f ~- fig. (4) 
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Hence the coboundaries of the 0-chains of the 0-chains of G are the 
elements of a chain-group A(G) on E(G). We call this the coboundary- 
group of G. 
Given two chains f and g on a set E we write 
( f .  g) = ~] (jk') (gx) (5) 
zeE 
We say f and g are orthogonal if ( f .  g) = 0. 
2.1. A 1-chain f of G is a cycle if and only if it is orthogonal to every 
eoboundary 
PROOF: Let g be any 0-chain of G. Then 
( f .  6g)= ~ fX  Z ~](X,x) gx 
XeBtG) xcV(G) 
Z gx Z ~](X, x)fX 
a~V(G) X~E(G) 
= (g .  o f ) .  
We deduce that if f is a cycle then ( f .  5g) = 0. Conversely, if 
( f .  dg) -= 0 for every 0-chain g, then Of must be a zero chain and f 
must be a cycle. 
It follows from the definition of a coboundary that an edge X of 
G is empty in A(G) if and only if it is a loop. 
An edge X of G is called an isthmus if the following condition holds: 
V(G) can be partitioned into two sets U and V such that X is the only 
edge with one end in U and the other in V. An equivalent statement of 
this condition runs as follows: there is a chain f of A(G) for which X 
is the only edge with a non-zero coefficient. 
It follows from (2.1) that every isthmus of G is an empty cell of I'(G). 
3. COLORINGS OF A GRAPH 
A 4-coloring of a graph G is a coloring of its vertices in four colors, 
which need not all be used, in such a way that the two ends of any 
edge have different colors. Thus if G has a loop it can have no 4-coloring. 
As our four colors we take the four 2-vectors ~ = (1, 1), fl = (1, 0), 
= (0, 1) and 6 = (0, 0), with components in GF(2). Then we can 
describe a 4-coloring of G as an ordered pair {fl, f~} of 0-chains of G, 
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the color assigned to a vertex x being (f~x, fl_x). The condition for a 
given pair {f~, f.,} of 0-chains to be a 4-coloring is that for eacfa edge 
X the two ends shall have different coefficients either in f l  or in f,, that 
is X shall have coefficient 1 either in bf~ or in ~)'.'_,. 
3.2. {fi, A} is a 4-coloring of G if and only if (6Jl, bJ'.,_~ is a coloring of 
A(G). 
A graph G is called trivalent if each vertex is incident with just three 
edges, loops being counted twice. It is evident hat when such a graph 
has a loop it also has an isthmus. A Tait coloring of a trivalent graph is 
a coloring of the edges in three colors so that each vertex is incident 
with one edge of each color. We take the three colors to be the vectors 
ce,/3, and 7 defined above. 
3.2 Let G be a trivalent graph. Then G has a Tait coloring if and only 
if F(G) has a coloring, 
PROOF: Suppose first that G has a Tait coloring. We can represent the 
coloring by an ordered pair {fl, f2} of 1-chains of G, the color of an 
edge X being (fiX, fiX). Any vertex x of G is incident with just three 
edges Xa, J(~, and Xy, these having colors a, fi, and 7, respectively. 
Accordingly just two of these edges have coeff• 1 in f ,  and just 
two in ~. It follows that x has coefficient 0 in both Of 1 and Of 2. We 
deduce thatfa and f2 are cycles of G. Hence, since the color O does not 
appear in a Tait coloring, { f ,  f~} is a coloring of F(G). 
Conversely, suppose {fl, f2} is a coloring of F(G). To each edge X 
of G we assign the color (fiX, f2J(), which is not 6. Let x be any vertex 
of G and let X~, 322, and X3 be its three incident edges, any loop being 
written twice. If two of these edges have the same color the third must 
have color d, since fa and f2 are cycles of G. We deduce that in fact X~, 
12, and X3 are assigned three distinct colors. Hence {fl, f2} is a Tait 
coloring of G. 
4. RANK AND DUALITY 
Let N be a chain-group on a set E. q'he rank r(N) of N is the maximum 
number of linearly independent chains of N. Any set of r(N) linearly 
independent chains of N is a chain-basis of N. Each chain of N has a 
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unique expression as a linear combination of the members of any 
given chain-basis. Hence the number of distinct chains of N is 2 ruv). 
Those chains on E which are orthogonal to all the chains of N consti- 
tute a chain-group N* on E called the dual chain-group of N. By the 
theory of homogeneous linear equations we have 
4.1. r(N*) -~ n -- r(N), 
where n is the number of cells of N. Two applications of this result 
show that r(N**) = r(N). Hence N and N** have the same num- 
ber of chains. But it is clear from the definitions that each chain of 
N is a chain of N**. We thus have 
4.2. N** = N. 
If  G is any graph we have 
4.3. I"(G) =- (A(G))*, 
by 2.1. We can therefore use 4.2 to extend the results of Section 2. 
Thus a 1-chain f of G is a coboundary if and only if it is orthogonal to 
every cycle. This implies that every empty cell of I '(G) is an isthmus 
of G. 
5. MINORS OF CHAIN-GROUPS 
Let N be a chain-group on a set E and let S be any subset of E. 
I f  f is any chain of N we define its restriction to S, denoted by fs ,  
as that chain on S in which each element of S has the same coefficient 
as in f. The restrictions to S of the chains of N evidently constitute a
chain-group on S. We denote this chain-group by N 9 S and call it the 
reduction of N to S. 
I f  {f, g} is a coloring of N it is clear that {fs,  gs} is a coloring of 
N .S .  
5.1. I f  N .  S is achromatic then N is achromatic. 
Another chain-group on S is constituted by the restrictions to S 
of those chains of N in which the coefficient of each member of E -- S 
is zero. We denote this chain-group by N x S and call it the contraction 
of N to S. 
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5.2. Suppose T ~ S c_ E. Then 
(N .  S) 9 T= N 9 T, 
(N•  S) • T :  N >: T. 
These identities are obvious from the definitions. 
A minor of N is a chain-group of the form (N • S) 9 T, where 
T _c S _c E. The reductions and contractions of N, including N itself, 
are minors of N, since N .  S = (N >,~ E) 9 S, N x S -  (N • S) 9 S, 
and N=(N• 
5.3. Suppose T ~ S c_ E. Then 
(U • S) 9 T= (N 9 (E -  (S - -T ) ) )  • T, 
(X 9 S) • T= (N • (E - -  (S - -T ) ) )  9 T. 
PROOF: (N • S) 9 T consists of the restrictions to T of those chains 
of N in which the coefficients of the members of E -- S are zero. But 
E - -  S = (E - -  (S -- T)) -- T. Hence (N • S) 9 T consists of the re- 
strictions to T of those chains of N in which the coefficients of the 
members of (E - - (S - -T ) ) -  T are zero. It is thus identical with 
(N.  (E - -  (S - -  T))) • T. 
We have now established the first of the required identities. We 
derive the second by writing E -  (S -  T) for S. 
5.4. Every minor of a minor of N is a minor of N. 
This is a simple consequence of 5.2 and 5.3. 
5.5. Let S be any subset of E. Then 
(N 9 S )*= N* x S, 
(N•  S )*=N*  9 S. 
PROOF: Let fbe  any chain on S. Le t f '  be the chain on E in which 
the members of E -  S have zero coefficients and the members of S 
have the same coefficients as in f Now f is orthogonal to every chain 
of N 9 S if and only i f f '  is orthogonal to every chain of N, that is, if 
and only if f is a chain of N* • S. 
We have now established the first of the required identities. To derive 
the second we write N* for N, take dual chain-groups, and use 4.2. 
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5.6. The minors of N* are the duals of the minors of N. 
This follows from 5.3 and 5.5. 
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6. SUBGRAPHS AND CONTRACTIONS 
Let G be a graph and let S be any subset of E(G). We write G : S for 
the subgraph of G whose edges are the members of S and which includes 
all the vertices of G. We also write G .  S for the subgraph of G defined 
by the edges of S and their incident vertices, that is, the graph obtained 
from G : S by deleting its isolated vertices. We call G 9 S the reduction 
of G to S. 
We construct a graph G x S as follows. Its edges are the members 
of S. Its vertices are in I-1 correspondence with the components of 
G : (E(G) -- S). An edge X is incident with a vertex x in G x S if and 
only if X is incident, as an edge of G, with a vertex of the component 
of G : (E(G) -- S) corresponding to x. We can put this briefly by saying 
that G x S is derived from G by contracting the components of 
G : (E(G) -- S) to single vertices. We call G x S the contraction of 
GtoS .  
6.1. Let S be any subset of E(G). Then 
A(G.  S ) :A (G) .  S, 
A(G x S) = A(G) x S, 
F(G 9 S)-- F(G) x S, 
F(G x S) = F(G) 9 S. 
The first two of these identities at least are readily verified from the 
definitions. The other two may be derived from them by taking dual 
chain-groups and then applying 4.3 and 5.5. 
7. CONJECTURES 
We define an irreducible chain-group as a full achromatic hain- 
group which has no full achromatic minor other than itself. Our object 
in this paper is to classify the irreducible chain-groups of rank ~ 6. 
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Let us relate this procedure to what is usually done in the theory of 
graph-colorings. 
The simplest loopless graph with no 4-coloring is the complete 5-graph. 
This has just five vertices, each pair of vertices being joined by exactly 
one edge. Itadwiger's Conjecture (in the relevant special case) runs as 
follows: if G is loopless and not 4-coIorable then some reduction of a 
contraction of G is a complete 5-graph [1]. 
We describe a chain-group as graphic or cographic if it can be re- 
presented as the coboundary group or cycle group, respectively, of 
some graph. The minors of a graphic chain-group are graphic and those 
of a cographic one are cographic, by 6.1. Thus Hadwiger's Conjecture 
asserts that the only irreducible chain-group which is graphic is the 
coboundary group of the complete 5-graph. 
The writer has not seen an explicitly stated analog of Hadwiger's 
Conjecture applying to Tait colorings. The best-known example of a 
trivalent graph having no isthmus and no Tait coloring is the Petersen 
graph [2]. This is constructed from two disjoint pentagons ala2a3a4a~ 
and blb.~bsb~b4 by making the five joins a,b i. Let us make the following 
conjecture: the only irreducible chain-group which is cographie is the 
cycle group of the Petersen graph. (See 3.2.) 
8. EMBEDDINGS IN A PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY 
In this section we consider sets of points in a finite projective geometry 
PG(q, 2). We admit the degenerate cases q = - 1, 0 and 1 of this geo- 
metry. We suppose a system of homogeneous coordinates in PG(q, 2) 
is given and we identify each point with its coordinate vector. The zero 
(q + 1)-vector, which represents no point of PG(q, 2) is represented in 
formulae by the symbol 0. If q = -- 1 there are no points, but the zero 
vector may be held to exist. 
Let N be a chain-group on a set E. Let F be a mapping of E onto a 
set of points of PG(q, 2). We call F an embedding of N in PG(q, 2) if 
the following condition holds. Let f be any non-zero chain on E. Then 
E ( fu  (Fx) - 0 
.tEE 
if and only if f is a chain of N*. 
If U is a set of points of PG(q, 2) we write Z(U) for the subspace of 
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PG(q, 2) generated by the points of U. We note that any embedding F 
of N in PG(q, 2) is also an embedding of N in Z(FE), and in any subspace 
of PG(q, 2) containing FE. The maximum number of linearly indepen- 
dent points in FE is found by the theory of homogeneous linear equations 
to be n -- r(N*), where n is the number of cells of N. This is r(N), 
by 4.1. Thus the dimension of Z(FE) is r(N) -- 1. 
8.1. A chain-group N on E has an embedding in some PG(q, 2) /f and 
only if  it is full. 
PROOV: Suppose first that N is not full. Then there is a chain f of N* 
such that just one cell, y say, of N has a non-zero coefficient in f  In any 
embedding F of N in a PG(q, 2) we would have Fy = O. But this is im- 
possible since no point of PG(q, 2) has a zero coordinate vector. 
Suppose next that N is full. Let the chains of N be enumerated as 
f~, f2, 9 9 ", f~, where k = 2,'(m. Let F be a mapping of E onto a set of 
points of PG(k -- 1, 2) such that Fx = (f~x, ~x ,  . . . ,  fkx) for each 
x 6 E. Now let f be an arbitrary non-zero chain on E. The points Fx, 
x ~ E satisfy the linear relation 
Z ( ix )  (Fx) = 0 
x~E 
if and only if f is orthogonal to each of the chainsfi, that is, if and only 
if f is a chain of N*. The fullness of N ensures that the vectors Fx defined 
above are all non-zero. 
8.2. Let U be a set of points in PG(q, 2). Let F be a mapping of a finite 
set E onto U. Then F is an embedding in PG(q, 2) of some chain- 
group N on E. 
PROOF: The linear relations holding between the points Fx, x ~ E, 
define the dual of such a chain-group. 
8.3. Let F be an embedding in PG(q, 2) of a chain-group N on E. Let S 
be any subset of E. Let H be the mapping of S into PG(q, 2) such 
that Hx = Fx for each x ~ S. Then H is an embedding of  N .  S 
#~ PG(q, 2). 
PROOF: The linear relations holding between the points Hx, x a S, 
correspond to those chains of N* in which all the members of E -- S 
have zero coefficients. The theorem thus follows from 5.5. 
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Let U and V be subsets of PG(q, 2) such that U _c V. We say U is 
closed in V if no point of V -  U is in N(U). 
Suppose U is closed in V and that the dimension of U is u. We can 
find a subspace ~2 of PG(q, 2) whose dimension is q - u - 1 and which 
has no common point with Y~(U). Each point P of V -- U now determines 
a subspace Y,(U~ {P}) of dimension u-! 1. This subspace intersects 
in a unique point P' .  We refer to the mapping P~-P '  of V -  U 
onto a subset of 2; as the projection of V into Y~from the closed subset U 
of V. 
8.4. Let F be an embedding in PG(q, 2) of a chain-group N on E. Let S 
be any subset of E. Then N • S is full if and only if FS and F( E -- S) 
are disjoint and F (E -  S) is closed in FE. 
PROOF: N X S is full if and only if there is no chain of (N • S)* 
in which just one cell has a non-zero coefficient, that is, if and only 
if there is no chain of N* in which just one cell of S has a non-zero 
coefficient, by 5.5. Thus N • S is not full if and only if there exists 
y ~ S such that Fy is a linear combination of points Fx such that 
x 6 E -- S. Such a point y exists if and only if either FS meets F(E- -  S) 
or F(E - -S )  is not closed in FE. 
8.5. Let F be an embedding in PG(q, 2) of a chain-group N on E. Let U 
be a closed subset of FE and let H be the projection of FE fi'om U 
onto a suitable subspace Z of PG(q, 2). Write S ~- E -- F-IU. Let 
F1 be the restriction of F to S. Then HFa is an embedding of N • S 
inN.  
PROOF: HFI is a mapping of S onto the subset H(FE-  U) of Z. 
Let f be any non-zero chain on S. Then the linear relation 
holds if and only if 
E ( fx)  (HFlx) = 0 
x~S 
)2, (fx) (Fx) 
.reS 
is a linear combination of points Fy, y e F 1U = E -- S. This happens 
if and only i f f  is a chain of N* 9 S, that is, of (N • S)*, by 5.5. The 
theorem follows. 
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8.6. Let F be an embedding in PG(q, 2) of a chain-group N on E. Then 
there is a 1-1 correspondence f--+ Z: between the non-zero chains 
f of N and the subspaces ~: of Z(FE) having dimension r(N) -- 2, 
such that Fx is on Z: if and only if fx  = O, for each x ~ E. 
PROOF: Let f be any non-zero chain of N. 
For each point P of Z(FE) we have 
P - -  Z (gx) (Fx), 
x~E 
for some chain g on E. We write 
u(j; e)  - Z (gx) (fx). 
x6E 
This definition fixes u(f, P) uniquely. For if also P = Z (glx)(Fx) 
we have Z(glx § gx) (Fx) = 0 and therefore gl + g ~ N*. Hence 
Z (glx) (fx) = Z (gx) (fx) by orthogonality. 
Consider the set Zf of all points P of Z(FE) such that u(f, P) =- 0. 
Clearly Fx is a point of Z: if and only i f fx  = 0. If  P and Q are distinct 
points of Z (FE) which are either both in Zf or both outside Z: it is 
clear that P + Q is a point of V:. Hence Z: is a subspace of Z(FE) 
which meets every line in Z(FE). It is thus a subspace of Z(FE) of di- 
mension r(N) -- 2, since u(f, P) is not zero for every P. 
The number of subspaces of Z(FE) of dimension r(N) -- 2 is 0 if 
r(N) = 0 and 2 r(N) -- 1 if r(N) ;~ O. It is thus equal to the number of 
non-zero chains of N. Moreover i f f  and g are distinct non-zero chains 
of N, then Zf and Z, differ in their intersections with FE. The theorem 
follows. 
9. BLOCKS 
Let k be a positive integer. A set B of points of PG(q, 2) is a k-block 
if its dimension is at least k and it includes at least one point from each 
subspace of PG(q, 2) of dimension q - k. 
A k-block B is minimal if no proper subset of B is a k-block. 
We denote the dimension of any point-set U in PG(q, 2) by dU. 
Let C be a non-null subset of a k-block B. We define a tangent of C 
in B as any (q -- k)-space in PG(q, 2) which contains all the points 
of C but no point of B which is independent of them. We call B a tan- 
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gential k-block if every non-null subset of B, of dimension not  exceed- 
ing q -  k, has a tangent in B. 
As an example of a k-block we may take any k-space in PG(q, 2). 
This is trivially both minimal and tangential. 
9.1. Let U be a subset of a subspace E of PG(q, 2) such that dU ~ k. 
Then U is a k-block in E if and only if it is a k-block in PG(q, 2). 
Moreover it is a tangential k-block in ~ if and only if it is a tangential 
k-block in PG(q, 2). 
This result follows from the facts that any (q - k)-space in PG(q, 2) 
intersects E in a space of dimension at least dE - k, and that any 
(dE - k)-space in Z is the intersection with Z of a (q - k)-space in 
PG(q, 2). 
9.2. Every tangential k-block is minimal. 
PROOF: Suppose B is a tangential k-block which is not minimal. Then 
there is a point P of B such that B -- {P} is a k-block. But each tangent 
of P, or more precisely {P~, is a (q -- k)-space not meeting B -- {P}. 
This contradiction establishes the theorem. 
9.3. Let B be a k-block in PG(q, 2). 77mn B is not tangential i jand only 
if it has a closed subset C such that the projection of B from C trans- 
forms B into another k-block. 
PROOF: Given a closed subset C of B we consider the projection of 
B from C into a suitable space s We recall that Z has dimension 
q - dC -- 1 and does not meet Z(C). The projection transforms B -- C 
into a subset B1 of z. 
Suppose first that B is not tangential. Then we can choose C so that 
dC < q -- k -- 1 and C has no tangent. Then dZ > k. If BI is not a 
k-block there is a subspace Z1 of Z, of dimension q -- dC -- k -- 1, 
which is on no point of B 1. The join of Z1 and E(C) is a subspace 
of PG(q, 2) of dimension q -- k, and it meets B only in the points 
of C. But this is contrary to the choice of C. We deduce that B1 is 
a k-block. 
Conversely suppose B 1 to be a k-block for some C. Then dE > k, 
and dC < q -- k -- 1. Let Z~ be any (q -- k)-space in PG(q, 2) that 
contains C. It meets E in a (dE-  k)-space and so contains a point 
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of B1. This implies that Z2 contains a point of B not in C. Hence C has 
no tangent in B, and B is not tangential. 
We proceed to relate the theory of 2-blocks to that of full achromatic 
chain-groups. The basic idea is due to O. Veblen [4]. 
9.4. Let F be an embedding in PG(q, 2) of a chain-group N on E. Then 
N is achromatic if and only if FE is a 2-block. 
PROOF: N is full, by 8.1. Assume it chromatic. I f  r (N)~ 2 then 
d(FE) ~ 1 and FE is not a 2-block. If  r(N) ~ 3 we can find two distinct 
non-zero chains f and g of N such that {f, g} is a coloring of N. The 
intersection of Z I and Z~ is a subspace of Z(FE) of dimension 
r(N) -- 3 = d(FE) -- 2, and it includes no point of FE, by 8.6. Again 
we find that FE is not a 2-block. 
Conversely suppose FE is not a 2-block. If  r(N) = 0 then E is null, 
since N is full, and N has the coloring {0, 0). I f  r(N) = 1 then the only 
non-zero chain f on N yields a coloring {f, f }, since N is full. I f  r(N) = 2 
then any two linearly independent chains of N determine a coloring. 
If  r(N) ~ 3, that is d(FE) ~ 2, there is a subspace Z of Z(FE), of 
dimension d(FE) -- 2 which contains no point of FE. We can represent 
Y, as the intersection of two distinct subspaces of Z(FE) of dimension 
d(FE) -- 1. By 8.6 we can write these as Zf and Z~, where f and g are 
distinct non-zero chains of N. It then follows from 8.6 that {f, g} is 
a coloring of N. 
We have now verified that N is chromatic whenever FE is not a 2- 
block. This completes the proof. 
9.5. Let F be an embedding in PG(q, 2) of an achromatic hain-group 
N on E. Then N is irreducible if and only if the following conditions 
hoM: 
(i) F is a 1-1 mapping of E onto FE. 
(ii) FE is a tangential 2-block in PG(q, 2). 
PROOF: Assume first that N is irreducible. I f  condition (i) does not 
hold there is a proper subset S of E such that FS ~ FE. Then N 9 S 
is achromatic, by 8.3 and 9.4. But this is contrary to assumption. 
If  condition (i) holds and condition (ii) fails there is a non-null 
closed subset C of FE such that the projection of FE from C determines 
a new 2-block B1, by 9.3. It then follows from 8.5 that N has a full 
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achromatic reduction which is distinct from N itself. This is contrary 
to assumption. 
Assume next that conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied. If N is not ir- 
reducible it has a full achromatic minor (N 9 S) x T which is distinct 
from N itself, by 5.3. Then FS -- FT  is a closed non-null subset of FS, 
by 8.3 and 8.4. The projection of FS from FS -- FT  into a suitable sub- 
space ~ of PG(q, 2) determines a 2-block B, by 8.5 and 9.4. 
Now let U be the set of all points of FE in Z(FS  -- FT). Evidently 
U is a closed subset of FE containing FS -- FT. The projection of FE 
from U into Z determines a point-set B1 in Z which contains the 2-block 
B. But then B1 is itself a 2-block, and so the 2-block FE is not tangential. 
10. 2-BLOCKS IN TWO AND THREE DIMENSIONS 
It follows from 9.5 that the problem of classifying the irreducible 
chain-groups of rank < 6 is equivalent o that of classifying the tan- 
gential 2-blocks of dimension < 5. In the remainder of this paper we 
are concerned with the latter form of our problem. 
We define an n-stigm as a set of n points in n - 2 dimensions uch 
that each n -- 1 of them are linearly independent. The n points of an 
n-stigm thus sum to zero. In particular a 3-stigm consists of two distinct 
points P and Q and their sum P + Q. It is thus a line of the geometry. 
An odd stigm is an n-stigm for which n is odd and > 3. 
10.1. Every k-block contains an odd stigm. 
PROOF: Let B be a k-block in PG(q, 2). We can find a set of 
dB + 1 > k q-1 linearly independent points of B. Call this set D. 
Let Z be the set of all points of Z(B) which are sums of even numbers 
of points of D. Then Z is a subspace of Z(B) of dimension dB -- 1. It 
therefore contains a point Q of B, by 9.1. Then Q and the even number 
of points of D of which it is the sum constitute an odd stigm contained 
in B. 
10.2. The odd stigms are the minimal 1-blocks. 
PROOF: Let S be an odd stigm in PG(q, 2). If possible let Z be a (q -- 1)- 
space in PG(q, 2) which does not meet S. The line joining any two distinct 
points of  S meets Y~, that is, the sum of any two distinct points of S is 
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on ~2. It follows that the sum of any even number (> O) of points of S 
is a point of Z. But each point of S is the sum of the remaining points, 
even in number. Hence S _~ E. From this contradiction we deduce that 
S is a 1-block. 
Since each 1-block contains an odd stigm, by 10.1, and since it is 
evident hat no odd stigm can contain another, the theorem follows. 
10.3. Let B be a k-block in PG(q, 2), and let Z be a subspace of Z(B) 
of dimension dB-  k -k  1. Then B ~ ~ contains an odd stigm. 
PROOF: Any subspace of Z of dimension dB-  k must contain a 
point of B, by the definition of a k-block. Hence B cq Y, is a 1-block. 
The theorem now follows from 10.1. 
In PG(2, 2), the Fano plane, the only 2-block is that consisting of 
all seven points of the space. We refer to it as the Fano block. It is trivially 
tangential. 
It can be verified that the irreducible chain-group corresponding to 
the Fano block is neither graphic nor cographic. 
10.4. The only minimal 2-block which is 3-dimensional is the complement 
in PG(3, 2) of the 5-stigm. It is tangential. 
PROOF: Let Q be a 5-stigm in PG(3, 2). Since it contains no line its 
complementary set S is a 2-block. Now each point of PG(3, 2) is a sum 
of points of Q, and the five points of Q sum to 0. Hence each point 
of S is a sum of two distinct points of Q, that is, each point of S is on 
a line which otherwise lies entirely in Q. It follows that the 2-block S 
is minimal and tangential. 
Conversely let S be any minimal 3-dimensional 2-block in PG(3, 2). 
Then S contains no Fano block, that is, the complementary set Q of 
S meets each plane of PG(3, 2). Thus Q is a 1-block. Since S meets each 
line, Q must contain a 5-stigm Q', by 10.1. But the complementary set 
of Q' in PG(3, 2) is a minimal 2-block, by the result already proved. 
Hence Q ' - -  Q, by the definition of S. 
By 10.4 the only 3-dimensional tangential 2-block is the complemen- 
tary set of the 5-stigm. It can be verified that the points and lines in the 
2-block constitute a Desargues configuration. We therefore refer to it 
as the Desargues block. The corresponding irreducible chain-group is 
the coboundary group of the complete 5-graph. The 10 triangles in this 
graph correspond to the 10 lines of the Desargues configuration. 
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1 I. FOUR DIMENSIONS 
In our investigations of a hypothetical tangential 2-block S in n ~ 4 
dimensions we use the following notation. P being a fixed point of S 
we let = denote a tangent of P, an (n - 2)-space of PG(n, 2) meeting S 
only in P. There are just three (n - 1)-spaces on ~, and we denote them 
by rl, r 2 r a. By 10.3 they contain odd stigms Stl, St,, and St~, respectively 
each containing P, by 10.2. We denote the subspaces of PG(n, 2) gener- 
ated by these odd stigms by cry, ~r2, and c~:~, and the intersections of these 
with x by 21, L,, and /,3, respectively. 
We have the following general theorem. 
11.1. Suppose St I and Stz are 5-stigms PA1BICtDa and PA2B2C~D2, 
respectively, and that the planes 21 and 2.2 are identical. Then the 
following propositions hold. 
(i) The notation can be adjusted so that AIAz, B1B2, CICz and 
D~D2 are concurrent in a point Z of r:~. 
(ii) I f  X.~ and Yi are distinct elements of {A~, B,, Q, D ,}, then each 
tangent of {X,, Yi) is on P -- Z. (i = 1, 2). 
(iii) r3 ~ S meets the join of ~ and ~r,, only in P. 
PROOF: Let m(A, i) be the line of intersection of ;.z and the plane 
B,CzDi, and similarly for m(B, i), re(C, i), and m(D, i). (i = 1, 2.) 
Then for each i the lines re(X, i) are the four distinct lines on )~, which 
do not pass through P. Hence we can adjust the notation in St,, so that 
m(X, 1) = m(X, 2), = re(X) say. (X = A, B, C, or D). We must then 
have X1 + I11 = X2 + }~, where X and Y are any two of the letters 
A, B, C and D. This implies that 
A1 @ A2 = B1 + B2 = C1 + C2 = Da + D2, 
and so establishes (i). 
It is sufficient to prove (ii) for X, = Aa and Yi = B1- Any tangent 
t(AIB1) of {A1, B1} meets 21 = 22 only in A1 + B1. It meets ~r 2 in a 
line on A~ + B~ but not on )~1. This can only be {At § B~, P + A2, P§ 
The plane determined by this line and A~BI cuts r z in the line on A1 + B~, 
P -k -A1WA2,  and P+AI+Be.  Hence t(A1B1) is on Pq-A I -C -A2  
=P+Z.  
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To prove (iii) we consider the 3-space c~ containing Aa, A2, B1, B2, Ca, 
and C2. The line PDa cuts it only in the point P + D 1 = A1 + B1 + C1. 
But the six lines joining Ax + Ba + Ca to Aa, As, Ba, Bs, Cl,and C2 are 
all distinct. The only other line on c~ and A a + Ba + (71 is that passing 
through Z. Hence the tangent of {P, Da} is on Z, and therefore Z is not 
a point of S. Moreover P + Z is not a point of S, by (ii). 
Let/3 denote the intersection with r 3 of the join of al and a s. Then 
/3 is the third 3-space of the pencil on 21 determined by a a and a2. Let 
T be any point of/3, not on PZ.  The line T(Z  § P)  meets 2a in a point 
other than P, that is, a point )(1 + I11, where X1 and Ya are distinct points 
in St1 - {P}. Tangents of {X a, Y1} must pass through X1 + Y1, Z + P 
(by (ii)) and T. Hence T is not a point of S. This completes the proof. 
11.2. In the case n : 4 at most one o f  r a, r s and r 3 contains a 5-stigm 
inS .  
PROOF: If the theorem fails we may suppose ra and zs to contain 5- 
stigms St1 and Sts of S, respectively. We may then put (7' 1 = T1, 0' 2 = "KS, 
and 21 : 2s : ze. But then P is the only point of SC3 r~, by 11.1, and 
this contradicts 10.3. 
11.3. In the case n = 4 each o f  r 1, r s and r3 contains a line o f  S. 
PROOF: If the theorem fails we may, by 11.2, suppose that Sq is a 
5-stigm and that St2 and St3 are lines. Let a be the plane through P 
determined by St2 and St3. It meets r 1 in a line m through P. Since this 
line is not on zr it must pass through a second point of Sfi, say Aa. 
Consider a tangent of {B1, Ca}. It has a point in common with cx, 
and this point can only be P + Aa since the other six points of a are 
all in S. Hence the tangent of {Ba, (71} passes through (Ba -I- C1) + 
(P + A1), that is D1. But this is a contradiction. 
11.4. In the case n : 4 each 3-space contains a line o f  S. 
PROOF: If possible let a be a 3-space containing no line of S. Then 
S~ a contains a 5-stigm Q, by 10.3. Moreover Q is the whole of Sn  a, 
since each point of a -- Q is collinear with two points of Q. If  P is 
chosen to be a point of Q, then (z contains a tangent/3 of P made up 
of the sums of even numbers of points of Q-  {P). Applying 11.3 
with :r : /3  we obtain a contradiction. 
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11.5. There is no tangential 4-dimensional 2-block. 
PROOF: Suppose S is such a 2-block. Let P be one of its points. By 
11.3 there are three distinct lines of S through P. We denote them by 
PQaRI, PQ2R2, and PQ3R3. The three lines are not coplanar since other- 
wise they would constitute a Fano block, contrary to 9.2. Let cz be the 
3-space generated by them. 
In c~ we can distinguish four distinct lines PQ,  PQ.,., PQ3, and PX 
through P, where X = Q1 - Q~ "- Qa, and a plane c3 meeting each of 
these lines only in P. We tabulate the points of these five subspaces, in 
terms of the four independent points P, Q~, Q~, and Qa, as follows: 
PQt = {P, Qt, P + Q~}. 
PQ2 -= {P, Q2, P 4- Q2}. 
PQ3 - {P, Q3, P + Q3}. 
PX -~ {P, Q~ 4- Q2 4- Q~, P + Q1 -~- Q2-:- Q3}. 
(3 = {P, Qt + Q2, Q., - Qa, Q~ ~ Qa, P + QI + Q2, 
P 4- Q.z + Q3, P+ Q~-  Q~}. 
We note that all 15 points of cz appear in this table. 
Let fl and ? be the other two 3-spaces on (3. They contain lines m~ 
and my of S, respectively, by 11.4. 
If J is any point of S not in c~, any tangent of J meets c~ in a line. Since 
this line does not meet S it can only be on 6. Hence the tangent of J 
lies either in/3 or in 7. It therefore meets one of the lines me and m~. 
We deduce that m~ - {P} and mr - (P} are the complete intersections 
of S with /3 -- (3 and y -- (3, respectively. It also follows that we can 
adjust the notation so that neither Qt -~ Qz, Q~ -4:- Q.~ nor Q1 + Q3 is 
in s. 
Let J and K be points of S in/3 - (3 and v -- (3, respectively. Suppose 
them to be collinear with X = Qa 4- Q~ -+- Q3. Consider the 3-space 
generated by Q,  Q2, Q3, J, and K. Then ~e ~ a is the plane made up of 
Q1, Q2, Q3, Q, + Q~, Q2+ Q3, Q1+ Qa, and Q14-Q~+ Qa. This 
plane meets c5 in a line containing no point of S. Hence the intersections 
of ~ with/3 and y are planes meeting S in single points, their intersections 
with m,~ and mz, respectively. Accordingly S ~ ~ is the 5-stigm Q~Q2QJK, 
unless J( ~ s. But X cannot be a point of S since each of the seven lines 
on X and cz passes through a point of S other than X. We have thus 
obtained a contradiction of 11.4. 
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A similar argument, in which Qi is replaced by Ri = P § Qi, applies 
if J and K are collinear with P § X. 
We deduce that neither X nor P -t- X is a point of S, and that no two 
points of S outside c~ are collinear with J( or P + 3(. 
Suppose m~ and m e have a common point, necessarily in d. We can 
permute the numerical suffixes to arrange that this point is P or 
P + Q1 + Qz. Let the plane determined by m~ and my meet a in the 
line x. Then x is not on d, and it is not on either of the points X and 
P + X by the result just proved. Hence all three points of x must be 
in S. This is impossible since S contains no Fano block, by 9.2. 
In the remaining case ma and my meet c3 in distinct points Y~ and Yv, 
respectively. 
Let J and K be the points other than Yy on my. The plane Jm~ meets ce 
in a line xj. Moreover xj lies entirely in S, since no two points of S 
outside ~ can be collinear with X or P § X. Hence the only point of 
Jm~ not in S is J + Ya. Similarly the plane Kma meets ~ in a line xK of 
S, and the only point of Km~ not in S is K + Y~. 
Let B be any point of S n ~ not on (3, xs or x K. (There are at least 
two such points.) Any tangent of B meets Jmr and Kmr and so passes 
through the points J + Yr and K -5  Y~. It therefore passes through 
J § K - Yy. This is impossible since Y~. is a point of S distinct from B. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
12. FIVE DIMENSIONS 
In what follows we assume that the tangential 2-block S under discus- 
sion is 5-dimensional. Using the notation set out in Section 11 we have 
the following theorem. 
12.2. Let Sh and St~ be 5-stigms. Suppose further that 21 and 42 are 
identical. Let o~ be the 3-space which is the intersection of r 3 with 
the join of ~1 and cr 2. Then S C3 r 8 is a line not on ~. 
PROOF: We adjust the notation for St, and St 2 to agree with 11.1, 
(i). By 11.1, (iii), there is no point of S -- {P} on ce. 
Let J and K be distinct points of S -- {P} on r 3 -- c~. Assume that 
they are not collinear with P. Clearly J § K is a point of oe. 
Suppose first that J + K is in 21. Without loss of generality we can 
write J + K = A~ -I- B1. The set U = {C1, D~, J} generates a plane 
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which meets cq only in C1, (;2 only in D 2 and ~ only in Ct =- D2, Any 
tangent 0 of U meets the plane AtBtD~ in one of the points A~ i B1, 
A1 + D1, Bt -) Dr, and A 1 @ B 1 @ Dv But if A, -'-- D1 ~ 0 we have 
A2 q- D2 e 0 and A2 c 0, by 11.1, (i). Similarly, if B~ - D 1 e 0, then 
B2- I -D260 and B=e0.  Moreover, if A, -+ B~' -D ,  is in 0, then 
P + CIeO andPe0.  
From these contradictions we deduce that A1 B1 c 0. But then 
J § K 60  and K ~ 0. This implies that K is a point of the plane CtD2J. 
But in this case we have C I+D2=J  ~K- -  A1+B~, which is im- 
possible since D~ is not on r 1. 
In the remaining case J+  K is on ce - 2x -= u - ~. 
Suppose first that J + K = Z. The plane PD~J meets the join of 
cq and a= only in the line PDv Let 0 be any tangent of {P, D1, J}. Then 
0 meets the plane AIA2BtB=Z in one of the points Z, At + Bt and A t :-B 2. 
But if A I -kB~60 we have P+At+Ba+Die0 ,  that is, C lC0.  
If A 1 + B= e 0, then A1 + Dx + B2 e 0, A2 + B2 + D= ~ 0, and 
P+A=+B, ,+D~e0,  that is, C2~0. Moreover, if Z~0,  then 
J + K ~ 0 and K e 0. In each case the definition of 0 is contradicted. 
Suppose next that J q- K = Z -- P. The plane AIB1J meets the join 
of cq and a2 only in the line A~Bt. Let 0 be a tangent of {At, B1, J}. By 
the argument used for {A1, Bt} in the proof of 11.1, (ii), we find that 0 
is on Z + P. Hence K e 0, contrary to the definition of 0. 
In the remaining case we may suppose without loss of generality 
that (J + K) (Z  + P) meets 21 in A1 + By As before the tangent of 
{A~, BI, J} is on Z + P. It is therefore on J + K and K. Again the de- 
finition of a tangent is contradicted. 
We deduce that any two points of S - {P} on r a - a are collinear 
with P. Using 10.3 we deduce that S n r a is a line on P which is not on c~. 
12.2. Let Sq and St~ be 5-stigms. Then ).1 and ).,, are distinct. 
PnOOF: Assume )~t=--).2. By 12.1 Sta is a line and St a=Sn r a. 
Let J be any point of S not on the join of aa and a2, and not on St a. 
Let J '  be a point of St a other than P. Then J + Y' is on the join of or, 
and ~,~, and is not on n. We can adjust the notation so that Y + J '  
is on era. 
Since J '  can be replaced by P + J '  we can arrange that J + J '  is not 
a point of Sq. We can therefore adjust the notation in Sq and St2 so 
that J + J '  is P q- A 1. 
The plane A2B=J ' meets the join of cr 1 and aa only in the line A~Bz. 
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Let 0 be one of its tangents. 0 meets 21 in the point Ae + B2 = Aa § B1. 
Its line of intersection with cq can only be that on A1 § Ba, P + At, 
and P § Ba. Hence J + J '~  O, and so J~  0. But this is impossible 
since J is not in the join of ~2 and St3. 
We deduce that all the points of S in r a and r e belong to aa and ~r 2, 
respectively. But the 3-space ~ of 12.1 meets S only in P. Of the three 
4-spaces on ce one is r3, a second contains both aa and ~,  and the third 
therefore meets S only in P. But this is contrary to 10.3. The theorem 
follows. 
12.3. Let St1, St2 and St3 be 5-stigms. Then 21, 22 and 23 have no com- 
mon line. 
PROOF: Assume that 21, 22, and 2~ have a common line m. The )~i 
are all distinct, by 12.2, and together they include all the points of the 
3-space ~. 
We denote the points of Sti by Ai, Bi, Ci, Di, and P. We write the 
points of m as P, X, and Y. We adjust the notation so that AaBI, AeBe, 
and A3B 3 concur in X while CAD1, CeDe, and C3D3 concur in Y. 
There is a plane/~i on Ai and ~r, made up of the sums of even num- 
bers of the points B i, Ci, Di, and P. It meets St i only in A~. Moreover 
each line on A,: and ~i which meets Stz only in A i must lie in/~i. Let 
x i be the line of intersection of 2~ and/~. L ike/~ it is on Y but not on 
X. The plane of x~ and xe meets 23 in a line y, which is on Y but not on X. 
Let c~ be the space generated by the six points A z, B~. Suppose that c~ 
is a plane. The tangents of {Ca, Da} meet this plane in its seventh point 
X, and therefore pass through P. But this is impossible since P is not 
on the line C1Da. We deduce that a is a 3-space. 
We denote the point Aa + Ae § A3 by Z. By the preceding result Z 
is not X. If Z = P, then XP is the only line on P and c~ which does not 
pass through one of the points A~, Bi. Hence the tangents of {Ca, P} 
are on X and therefore on DI. But this is impossible since DI is not on 
the line PCa. We deduce that Z is not P. A similar argument with the 
letters A and B interchanged shows that B 1 § Be + B~ is not P. Hence 
Z is not Y. 
It is clear that Z is a point of ~. We can therefore adjust the suffixes 
so that Z is on h 3. 
Suppose Aa, Ae and C3 are collinear. The plane AaAeA3C3 meets the 
4-spaces r i in single lines, and it meets zr in the single point Z = A3 + C3. 
Let 0 be a tangent of {Aa, Ae, A3, C3}. If Y ~ 0, then D3 6 0. 
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But the plane A1A2A3C:~ meets r:~ only in tile line {A;~, C;~, A:~ + Q} 
and so is not on B 3 or D 3. We note also that since Z is not on 22 or ).~ 
the plane is on no point of St~u St2 other than AI and 142. 
We deduce that Y is not on 0. But the intersection of 0 and c~ is a 
line meeting Sq only in A~. It therefore lies in /q. Hence 0 meets Xl, 
and similarly x~, in a point other than Y. Accordingly 0 meets y in a 
point J J :  Y. Since J~  7.3 -- m we must have J ~ A:, C:, A3 + D:~, 
B a -1- Ca, or B a -i- D3. We rule out the last three possibilities ince 0 
cannot pass through B~, Da, or P. Hence A:~ -- C~ is on y. 
We can repeat he preceding arguments with Aa and B:~ interchanged, 
and with Z replaced by A1 -t- A2 + Ba. This change does not affect y. 
We deduce that B 3 -[- C a is also a point of y. But then y is on A 3 + C~ 
+ Ba + Ca = X, which is a contradiction. 
We deduce that Aa, A2, and Ca are not collinear. The argument can 
be repeated with A2 interchanged with B2, or Ca with D3, or both. We 
conclude that neither A1A 2 nor A~R, passes through Ca or D3. 
Now Z ~ ~'a -- m. Hence Z is Aa + C3, A3 + Da, Ba -- C~, or B:~ + D3. 
The first two cases imply that A1 + A2 = Ca or D:~. Since A,~ + B 3 
= A2 § B2 the other two imply that A1 + B~ = Ca or D3. In each case 
the result of the preceding paragraph is contradicted. 
12.4. S has at most 5 points on any one plane. 
PROOF: If possible let fl be a plane containing more than 5 points of S. 
Since S contains no Fano block there is just one point Z on/3 which is 
not in S. Let 7 be a 4-space not on Z. Let S' be the set of all points of 
7 collinear with Z and a member of S. 
The dimension of S' is 4. Moreover S' is a 2-block. For if 0 is a 2-space 
in 7 not meeting S', then ZO is a 3-space not meeting S. 
The 2-block S' is tangential. For let T' be any non-null subset of S' 
of dimension d <~ 1. Let T be the set of all points of S collinear with Z 
and a point of T'. Then the dimension of T is at most 2, and so T has 
a tangent fo with respect o S. Now 7~ is on Z. This is obviously true if 
the dimension of T exceeds that of T', and in particular if T contains 
a point of ft. But in the remaining case 7' must meet/3 in a point not 
belonging to S, and this can only be Z. It follows that the intersection 
of 9) with y is a tangent of T' with respect o S'. 
We conclude that S' is a 4-dimensional tangential 2-block. But this 
is impossible, by 11.5. 
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12.5. There is a point of S which is on two distinct lines of S. 
PROOF: Assume that no line of S lies in r~ or r 2. Then St1 and St2 
are 5-stigms. The planes 21 and 22 are distinct, by 12.2. We write their 
line m of intersection as {P, X, Y}. We write the points of Sti as P, Ai, 
B~, Ci, and D i. (i = 1, 2.) We adjust the notation so that A1B 1 and A2B2 
meet in X while CIDI and C2D2 meet in Y. 
The 3-spaces ~ and ~ have only the line m in common. Hence their 
join is 5-dimensional. Hence the six points Aa, A~, X, Y, C1, and (72 
are linearly independent. We proceed to tabulate the 16 points of ra -- 
as linear combinations of these six. 
In the plane A1A2X we have 
A1 + A2, 
A 1 -5 Bz = A 1 + A2 + X. 
Similarly, in C~C2Y we have 
Q+c~,  
C~ + D2= C~-4- C2 + Y. 
Four other points are given by 
P + A1 § A2 = A1 +A2+X-?  Y, 
P + AI + B2 = A, + A2-? Y, 
P+G+C2=G+C~+X+ Y, 
P-? Ca + D, , :  C~ + C2 + X. 
The remaining eight points are 
A1+C2, 
A1 + D2 = A1 + 
B1 + C2= AI-I- 
B1 + D2= A14- 
CI + A~, 
C, + B2 = C1 + 
D1 + A2 = C1 + 








LetStdenotethe5-s t igm{P,  P4-  A1- i  A.,,P : Ax - -B~,P  !- C 1 i C2, 
P 4- Ca 4- D2}. The 3-space generated by St contains the line m. Hence 
it is not Sta, by 12.3. We deduce that Sta, whether it is a line or a 5-stigm, 
must include a point which is collinear with two other points of S not 
in v a. 
We now know that S contains a line. We may take P to be a point on 
this line, and then take the line to be Sta. If  there is a line of S in r~ 
or r,, it must meet ~ in P. The theorem then holds. If there is no such 
line the preceding argument shows that there is a second line of S 
raeeting St a in a point other than P. 
12.6. Suppose Sfi is a 5-stigm, while St2 and Sta are lines. Let y denote 
the line of  r I coplanar with St.z and St 3. Let ~z be the 3-space de- 
termined by 21 and y. Then cz is a tangent of  P. Moreover it is the 
only tangent of  P, other than .'v, on r I. 
PROOF: We denote the points of Stx -- {P} by A, B, C, and D, and 
those of y - -  {P} by U and V. 
Assume that cz contains a point X of S other than P. We note that 
y is not on ~.  I f  it were it would contain A, B, C, or D, contrary to 12.4. 
It also follows from 12.4 that X is not U or V. Let the plane Xy meet 
in a line m. We adjust the notation in Sq so that A § B is not on m. 
Let 0 be a tangent of {A, B, X}. Considering the plane of St2 and Sta 
we see that 0 is on U or V. Hence 0 is on some point of m other than P. 
It therefore meets crx in a plane on A and B. Such a plane must be on 
a third point of Sfi. But this is impossible since the plane ABX meets 
Sfi only in A and B. 
We deduce that cz is a tangent of P. Suppose, however, that there is 
a tangent q~ of P, distinct from ~ and cx, on r~. Then ~ is not one of the 
three 3-spaces on ~ and r~. Accordingly ~ and cq have a line in common 
which is on P but not on 7,1. But such a line must be on a second point 
of Sh, and we have a contradiction. 
12.7. Suppose there is no line of  S on r 1. Then we can arrange, choosing 
another tangent of  P as ~ if necessary, that all the lines of  S on 
P are in rl. 
PROOF: If all such lines are on the same space r 2 or r a we have only 
to permute suffixes. We suppose therefore that there is at least one of 
them in each of r~ and rz. 
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But if xa and xa are lines of S on ra and r3, respectively, then the line 
of r~ coplanar with them determines with 21 a 3-space a which is a tan- 
gent of P, by 12.6. Moreover c~ is the same for all choices of x2 and xz, 
by 12.6. Hence all the lines of S on P lie in the same 4-space on c~. The 
theorem follows. 
13. THE PETERSEN BLOCK 
In this section we discuss the case in which no point of S is on three 
distinct lines of S. 
We take P to be the common point of two lines x and y of S, as is 
permissible by 12.5. We may arrange that both x and y are in r3, by 
12.7. St1 and St2 are then 5-stigms. We use the same notation for them 
as in 12.5. 
We observe that A1 6- A2 is on the lines AIAa and BxBa. If it is on 
x or y then it is on three distinct lines of S, contrary to assumption. 
Hence neither x nor y is on A1 q- A2 or, similarly, on A1 6- Ba, 6"1 q- Ca, 
or C1 + Da. The only possibilities for x and y are thus 
{P, A1 6- 6'2, gl + D2}, 
{P, A1 -1- Oa, B1 -~- C2), 
(P, C 1 6- Aa, D1 6- Ba}, 
{P, C~ 6- B~, D1 q- Aa}. 
The first two of these lines are not both in S. For suppose they are. 
The third line in their plane is XPY. Hence any tangent of {Aa, Da) is 
on either X or Y. It is therefore also on B2 ---- A~ -k X or C~ = D1 q- Y, 
which is contrary to the definition of a tangent. Similarly the last two 
lines are not both in S. We can therefore adjust the notation so that 
x : {P, A 1 q- Da, B 1 q- Ca} ,
Y : {P, C1 6- Ba, D1 -q- Aa}. 
Given three skew lines in a 3-space we say that their nine points 
constitute a regulus. The remaining six points of the 3-space lie on two 
lines. 
The three skew lines AaBIX  , P(A~ + Da) (B~ + C~), and C2D2Y de- 
termine a regulus R1. The two complementary lines are 
rl : {P + A1, P q- 6"2, A~ 6- C2}, 
sl : {P + Bx, P 6- D2, B1 + Da}. 
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Another regulus R2 is obtained from R a by interchanging the suffixes 
1 and 2. We record its complementary lines as 
r2 = {P + A2, P + C1, A.2 C1}, 
s2 = {P + B.2, P + D1, B2 -i- D1}, 
We observe that each of the two reguli has all its points, except X and 
Y, inS .  
The two reguli are evident in Figure 1. Here the broken lines represent 
lines of PG(5, 2) which are not lines of S, and the full lines represent 
\""  \ \  ' ::+ , 
. . . . . .  7 . . . . . . . . . . .  / 
S8 ~, 
-// 
CI + i}2 
, C 2 
FIGURE 1 
lines of S. The assignment of A1 -t- A2 and C1 § D2 to S has however 
still to be justified. 
Let 0 be a tangent of {A1, D1}. Then 0 is not on X or Y, for otherwise 
it would be on Bt or C~, and these are points of S not on AID 1. Hence 
the line of intersection of 0 with the 3-space of R~ must be r~ or st. The 
first alternative can be ruled out since it implies that 0 is on P. In a similar 
way we find that 0 meets the 3-space of R2 in r 2. 
Moreover we caninterchange the suffixes 1 and 2 throughout the preced- 
ing argument. We deduce that there is no point of S on any of the four 
lines rl, r~, sl, s~. 
Let a be the 3-space generated by rl and r2. In the following table we 
give the point of ~ collinear with given points of rt and r2. 
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P+A2 
P-t-Ca 
A~ + C1 
P + A, P + Cz Ai + Cs 
Aa + As As q- Cs AI -I- Bs + Ds 
A1 -~- Ca Ca .m Cs Cs + BI q- Dx 
As -~- 91 ~- DI C1 + Bs + D2 B1 + Bs + Ca + Cs 
Each of the points entered in the third row and the third column is 
a sum of a point of x or y with a point of S not on the same line x or y. 
No such point can belong to S since no three lines of S have a common 
point. 
However S is a 2-block and so has at least one point on ~. Hence 
A1 § A2, A2 + C~, A1 4- G,  or Ca 4- C~ belongs to S. But Aa 4- A2 and 
C1 + C2 are alike under the symmetry of S as so far determined, as 
are Aa 4- 6'1 and A2 4- C2. We can adjust the notation so that either 
A1 4- A~ or A1 4- (71 belongs to S. 
We can make a similar investigation of the 3-space fl determined by 
sl and s2. It differs from that of ce only in the letter-interchange of A 
with B and C with D. The conclusion is that Ba 4- B2, B2 4- D2, Ba 4- Da, 
or Da 4- De belongs to S. 
Suppose Aa 4- As, that is B a 4- B~, is not in S. Then from our study 
of ce, with its final adjustment of notation, we have A a 4- Ca ~ S. We 
deduce that Ba 4- Da is not in S, for otherwise P would be on three lines 
of S, including {P, A1 4- Ca, Ba 4- Da}. Moreover D, 4- D2, which is 
Ca 4- C2, is not in S, for otherwise Ca would be on the three distinct 
lines CAB2, C~C2, and CiAa of S. We conclude that either A1 4- A~ is 
in S, or both Aa 4- Ca and B 2 4- D2 are in S. 
Let 7 be the 3-space generated by ra and s~. We give a table for the 
point of 7 collinear with given points of r I and s~. 
P + A1 P + C~ A1-}- C s 
P+B2 
P+D,  
Bs + Da 
A1 @ Bs B~ -b 6"2 A1 + As + Ds 
A1 + D~ Dt + Cs B~ + Ca -[- Cs 
B1 4- C1 ~ Bs Dj + A~ + D~ Bs -]- CI -~- Aa -}- D2 
As before we note that we cannot assign a point entered in the third 
row or column to S without introducing a third line of S through some 
point of x or y. But S has some point in 7- Hence A 1 4- B2, 92 Jr- C2, 
AI-t-D1, or D I+ C~ is in S. 
Assume that A1 + C1 and B2 + D2 are both in S. If AI + B2 ~ S, 
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then A1 is on the three distinct lines A1B2, A1C1, and A1D2 of S. If 
Be q- C2 ~ S, then B2 is on the three distinct lines BeQ, B2D.,, and B2C 1 
of S. If A1 q- D~ c S, then A1 is on the three distinct lines A~DI, A1C~, 
andAtD2 of S. Finally if D, i C2, that is Ca +D2, isin S then Cj is 
on the three distinct lines C1D2, C1A D and C1B2 of S. 
We may now suppose thatA1 ~A2is apoint  orS.  If A1-]- B2cS,  
then A~ is on the three distinct lines A~A2, AIB2, and A~D,_ of S. If 
A1 + D 1 E S, then A1 is on the three distinct lines AIA.,_, A1D1, and 
AtD2 of S. If B2 q- C2 is a point of S then, since A 1 ~ A., - -  B 1 @ Be, 
the point B., is oll the three distinct lines B2B~, B.,C,, and B2C 1 of S. 
The only remaining possibility for 7' is that D, -~ C~,, which is C1 + De, 
is in S. 
Counting AI + A., and C~ -- D., we now have a set S' of 15 points of 
S, as shown in Figure 1. It can be veritied that S' corresponds to an em- 
bedding of the cycle-group of the Petersen graph. This can be done 




sen graph are lettered in correspondence with the points of S'. We 
note that there are no linear relations between the points of S' other 
than those given by its 10 lines. 
Now the Petersen graph is the standard example of a trivalent graph 
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having no Tait coloring. Hence S' is a 2-block, by 3.2 and 9.4. Accord- 
ingly S' = S, by 9.2. We refer to S as the Petersen block. 
It can be verified that the Petersen block is tangential, but we only 
sketch the proof there. It follows from the fact that the Fano and Desar- 
gues blocks correspond only to non-cographic chain-groups. Hence, 
if G is a Petersen graph, no minor of F(G) can correspond to a Fano 
or Desargues block. But if S is not tangential some minor of F(G) 
corresponds to a 2-block in 2 or 3 dimensions, by 8.5 and 9.3. and there- 
fore some minor of F(G) corresponds to a Fano or Desargues block, 
by 8.3 and 10.4. 
We summarize the results of this section in the following theorem. 
13.1. Either S is a Petersen block or it contains three concurrent lines. 
14. THREE CONCURRENT LINES 
In the case remaining we can choose P to tie on three concurrent lines 
x i = PAiB ~ (i = 1, 2, 3) of S. The three lines are not coplanar since S 
contains no Fano block. They thus determine a 3-space ~. We say they 
are the generators of a cone in ~,. The axis of the cone is the line 
{P, Z, Z + P}, where Z - -  A 1 "- A2 + A3. The six points of a not on 
the axis or a generator of the cone tie on a plane v through P. We write 
Yi for the line on v coplanar with xj and x~., where (i, j, k) is a permuta- 
tion of the sequence (1, 2, 3). The three lines y, are distinct, and each 
point of v lies on one of them. 
We observe that any line on ~ through Z or Z + P must have a com- 
mon point with a generator. Hence any line on c~ which does not meet 
S must lie in ,'. 
14.1. The only points of S on ~ are those of the three generators. 
PROOF: No point of S other than P is on any of the lines y~, by 12.4. 
If Z or Z + P were in S its tangent would meet c~ in a line. But this line 
would meet a generator, and so pass through a second point of S. 
14.2. Suppose P is on a fourth line x4 : PA4B4 of S. Then the four lines 
xi generate a 4-space r. Let ~ be the 3-space in r constituted by the 
linear combinations of  P with the sums of even numbers of the points 
A1, A~, A~, As. Then ~ meets S only in P. 
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PROOF: By 14.1 the line x4 is not on ~. Hence the four lines x, generate 
a 4-space r. 
I f  possible let T be a point of S (3 ~ other than P. Then T is not on any 
of the lines xi. Let 0 be any tangent of {A1, T}. It has a common plane 
99 with r. There is a 3-space fl on q) and r which does not pass through P. 
We can adjust the notation so that /~ meets x, in A,. ( i - -  1, 2, 3, 4.) 
The four points A, are not coplanar, since the four lines x, have no 
common 3-space. By 14.1 the point T is not in the 3-space generated by 
any three of the lines xi. Hence the points T, A~, A2, A::, A~ constitute 
a 5-stigm St of S. Each of the three planes of/~ on A~T passes through 
a third point of St. Hence 0 passes through a point of S not on A~T. 
contrary to its definition as a tangent. 
14.3. There are at most four lines o rs  on P. 
PROOF: We use the notation of 14.2 and suppose that there is a fifth 
line xa = PAsB 5 of S on P. This line is not on ~, by 14.2, and not on the 
3-space generated by any three of the lines Xl, x.,, xa, x~, by 14.1. Hence 
x5 is not on r, and the five lines x i generate the 5-space. 
Let r] be the 4-space constituted by the linear combinations of P 
with the sums of even numbers of the points A,: (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). If U 
is a point of r/ -- {P} we can adjust the notation, by permuting suffixes, 
sothat U e ~. We deduce from 14.2 that r] meets S only in P. But this 
is contrary to 10.3. 
14.4. There are just three lines o f  S on P. Moreover i J~ is any tangent of  
P then each o f  the three 4-spaces r 1, r2 and Ta on ,'-c contains just 
one line o f  S. 
PROOF: Suppose first that all the lines of S through P belong to r a. 
Then St1 and St.~ are 5-stigms. The case of two such 5-stigms is analyzed 
in the proof of 12.5. It is there found that any line through P which 
is on r 3 but not on ~ passes through a point U which is collinear with 
points XI e St1 -- {P) and X2 ~ St -- {P). 
We take the line to be the axis a of our cone in c~. Let 0 be a tangent 
of {Xa, X2}. Then 0 meets ~ in a line on U, and this line must meet a 
generator of the cone. But this is contrary to the definition of 0 as a 
tangent. 
We deduce that the lines of S on P cannot all be in the same space r,. 
Suppose there are more than three lines of S on P. Then there are 
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just four such lines, by 14.3. Moreover P has a tangent ~ such that the 
four lines belong to the same 4-space on ~, by 14.2. Since this is con- 
trary to the preceding result we deduce that there are only three lines 
of S on P. 
I f  two of these lines belong to the same space v i we can make a new 
choice of  x so as to bring all three into the same space ri, by 12.7. 
But we have seen that this is impossible. The theorem follows. 
In view of 14.4 we can adjust the notation so that x~ is in r i. (i = 1, 2, 3) 
It is then clear that y~ is in r~ and that a is a line in x. 
14.5. ri contains just three points Do Ei, and Fi o f  S which are not on 
x i. (i = 1, 2, 3.) These three points are non-eollinear, and their sum 
is a point of  Yi -- {P}- Their plane does not meet a or x i. 
PROOF: It is sufficient to prove the theorem for the case i = 1. 
Let M be the set of  all points of S on rl which are not on xl. Let 
i t be the space generated by M. 
Suppose/t  is on P. Then P is the sum of an even number of  indepen- 
dent points of  M. Hence, by 14.4, there is a 5-stigm of S in rl. Hence, 
by 12.6, we can make a new choice of  ~ so as to bring x2 and x 3 into 
the same 4-space r i. But this is impossible, by 14.4. 
Suppose next that g is on some point Q of a - {P}. Then Q is the 
sum of an even number j of independent points of  M. I f  j ----- 2 there 
are two points X and Y of M such that XY meets the axis of  the cone. 
But then it is clear that {X, Y} can have no tangent in S. We deduce 
that Q is a sum of four independent points X, Y, Z, T of M. But then ,u 
is 3-dimensional and so meets y~ in a point U. Now U is not in S, by 
12.4. Since it is not in ~z it can only be represented as a sum of  an odd 
number of  independent points of  M. We may therefore write X § Y 
+ Z = U. But then T § U = Q, and therefore T is on x1, contrary 
to the definition of  M. 
We deduce that/~ does not meet a. Hence/~ is at most 2-dimensional. 
Assume that t~ does not meet Yx. Then we can show that Xl~ does not 
meet Yl, except in P. For otherwise we can find points J 6 x~ -- {P} 
and Ke / t  such that J+  K is a point of yl -- {P}. But then K must 
be on a, contrary to the preceding result. Hence there exists a 2-space 
/7 in x such that of  the three 3-spaces on fl and r~ one is ~r, a second 
contains xat~, and the third therefore meets S only in P. Moreover 
we can choose /3 so that Yx is in the third 3-space. We can therefore 
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replace ~ by this 3-space, and so bring x2 and xa into the same 4-space 
r i. But this is impossible, by 14.4. 
We deduce that/t  includes a point U1 of 3'~ - {P}. Since U1 is not in 
S, by 12.4, it must be the sum of three independent points D,, E~ and 
F~ of M. The remaining three points of n are points of ~ other than P. 
The theorem follows. 
We continue to use the notation of 14.5. We denote the plane D,E,F, 
by /% and its intersection with .-r by m,. ( i -  1, 2, 3.) 
14.6. The three lines mi are all distinct. 
PROOF: Suppose the theorem false. Without loss of generality we 
may suppose ml = m2. By the Desargues theorem we can adjust the 
notation so that D1D2, EIE> and F~Fa concur in a point Z of ra. 
Choose Q e a - {P}. Write G; = D, + E i + Fi + Q (i 1, 2). Thus 
G I§  Since D i+E i - -F , :  is a point of y , -{P}  we have 
G iex i -{P} ,  Z~ya-  {P}, and Z- - '  Qexa-  {P). We note that 
Z + Q is in S. 
Let 0 be a tangent of {Dx, EI~. We note that DIE~ does not meet Xl, 
xz, or x3, by 14.5. The line of intersection of 0 with ce cannot meet the 
axis a of our cone. Hence 0 is not on Q. Considering the 5-stigm 
QD2E2F2G,,. we find that 0 must meet the corresponding 3-space in points 
D1 -k E, = D~ -]- E2, D2 + T, and E.,. 4- T, where T is F 2, G2, or Q. 
But if T = F2 then 0 is on D2 4- F,, = D1 4- F1 and therefore on /1. 
Similarly if T = G2 then 0 is on G1. If T = Q then 0 is on (D2 4- Q) + D, 
= Z 4- Q. In each case 0 is on a point of S not on DaE 1, and its definition 
as a tangent is contradicted. 
15. CONCLUSION 
We now investigate the possibilities left over by 14.6. We write 
Ui=Di4 -E , ' F ,  
(i = 1, 2, 3). Since Ui ~ Y i -  {P}, by 14.5, we have 
15.1. UI + Uz 4- U3= kP, 
where k is an integer, 0 or 1. 
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15.2. Suppose Xi ~ {Di, Ei, Fi} (i ---- 1, 2, 3). Then there is no point Q 
of a - {P} such that 
x t+x~+Xs=Q.  
PROOF: Assume that such a point Q exists. Suppose first that )(1 + )(2 
is a point Y3 of {D3, E3, F3}. Then any tangent of {X3, Ys} meets c~ 
in a line which intersects x~, x~ or xs, which is absurd. But if )(1 + X 2 
is a point of x3. necessarily not P, then X~ must be a point of Y3, which 
is contrary to 12.4. We deduce that X1 + X~ is not a point of S. Similarly 
X2 + Xs and Xa + Xz are not points of S. (See 14.5.) Accordingly the 
plane X~X2X s meets S only in X~, )(2, and X3. But any tangent of 
{X,, )(2, X~} must meet ~z in a line which intersects x~, x~, or x~. This 
contradiction establishes the theorem. 
15.3. I f  two of the lines m i are coplanar their plane passes through P. 
PROOF: If the theorem fails we may suppose ml and rn2 to be on a 
plane q~ which meets a in a point Q other than P. Let X be a point of 9~ 
which is on ml but not m2. Allowing for an interchange of the suffixes 
1 and 2 we have four choices for X. If possible we choose X to lie on 
ms. Let Y be a point of q~ which is on m~ but not my 
We may now write 
mx={X,  Q+ Y, Q+X+ Y}, 
m~={Y,  Q+ X, Q+ X+ Y}, 
DI= UI + X, 
D~=U2+ Y, 
E l= UI + Q + Y, 
E2= u~+ Q+x,  
F I= U I+Q+X+ Y, 
F2=U~+Q+X+ Y. 
Suppose ms is 
Then we can put 
by 15.1. 
on the common point Q + X+ Y of ml and m2. 
Ds=U3+Q+X+ Y, 
D1 + Dz + Ds = Q + kP, 
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Suppose next that m3 meets one of the lines m~ and m., but not the 
other. Then it is on 17, by the choice of 17. We can now put 
D3= Ua-% 17, 
Fa + D2 + D3 = Q + kP. 
in the remaining case m3 meets 7 only in 1I + Y. It must therefore 
pass through one of the points P, P § Q, P + I7, and P § Q-  17. 
The first two of these are ruled out by 14.5. The other two are equiva- 
lent; we can arrange that m3 is on P '-- 17 by a proper choice of 17. We 
can now put 
D 3 = U~ + P -- X, 
F I~-De+Da= Q-?  (k4- I)P. 
In each case we have obtained a contradiction of 15.2. The theorem 
follows. 
15.4. No two of the lines m~ are coplanar. 
PROOF: If the theorem fails then, by 15.3, we may suppose ml and m2 
to have a common plane q~ which is on P. We use the same notation for 
the points of %/~1, and/t  2 as in 15.3, except hat Q is replaced by P. 
Let 0 be a tangent of {El, F~}. Considering the plane of xl and x2 
we see that 0 is on either Ua + U.~ or U1 § U2 + P. But in the first 
case 0 is on 
F1 + (U1 @ Uz) = U1 ~- P + X ~- Y 4- U1 @ U2 
= Uz+P+X+ Y=F 2. 
In the second case 0 is on 
El+ (P+ /-71-+- U2)= UI - -  P-+- Y + P + UI + U.2 
= U2=- Y=D2.  
In either case the definition of 0 as a tangent is contradicted. 
15.5. The three lines m~ are not mutually skew. 
PROOF: Assume that the three lines are mutually skew. Then they 
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determine a regulus R in 7~. We write the two complementary lines of 
R as 
s = {x, Y, x + r},  
t = {z,  T, Z + T}. 
By 14.5 we may suppose that s is the axis a of the cone and that X+ Y--P. 
We may now write the lines m i as follows. 
ml =: { X 4- Z , Y 4- T, X 4- Y 4- Z 4- T}, 
m2= {X 4- T, Y 4- Z 4- T, X 4- Y 4- Z}, 
m3:  {X 4- Z 4- T, Y 4- Z, X 4- Y 4- T}. 
We proceed to tabulate some points of S as linear combinations of 
the six independent points X, Y, Z, T, U1, and U2. 
P =X+Y,  
DI= X + Z + U1, 
E 1 = Y+ T+ (.71, 
s =-X+ Y+Z+T+ U~, 
D 2 : -X+T+ U2, 
E2 :  Y+ Z + T+ U~, 
F2 = X + Y-}- Z-t-- U2, 
D 3 : X+ Z+ T+ Ut + U2 + k(X4- Y). 
Ez = Y 4- Z 4- U14- U2 4- k(X 4- Y), 
Fz --= X 4- Y 4- T 4- U14- U24- k(X 4- Y). 
We note that 
D14- D2 + D3 = X + k(X + Y). 
But this is X or Y, a point of a -- {P}. This result contradicts 15.2. 
From 15.4 and 15.5 we deduce that S can have no three concurrent 
lines. We may therefore sum up the results of the paper in the following. 
THEOREM. The only tangential 2-blocks of not more than five dimensions 
are the Fano, Desargues, and Petersen blocks. 
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This result suggests the conjecture that a full chain-group N is chro- 
matic if no minor of N corresponds to a Fano, Desargucs, or Petersen 
block. 
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